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Comprising two powerful SUB 110 subwoofers, eight 
Vegas 24 compact mid / high enclosures and all powered 
from a single L3000 amplifier, the V24 BGM Kit is designed 
principally as a high-powered BGM (background music) 
system.

The Vegas 24‘s combination of a very wide coverage angle 
(150° in the horizontal plane) and high SPL capability (122 
dB SPL @ 1m) means that eight units positioned correctly 
and reinforced with the two SUB 110 subwoofers can fill a 
large space easily.

Typical applications include large sports and music bars 
that need high quality background music and broadcast 
audio played at fairly high volume. V24 BGM can also be 
configured as a near-field fill as part of a much larger 
system if required.

VEGAS 24 BGM KIT 
ORDER CODE: Y V24BGM-KIT1

Included:

OVERVIEW

136 dB*
MAX SPL OUTPUT

5800 W
PEAK POWER

VEGAS 24 BGM

2 x SUB 110

8 x VEGAS 24

1 x V24 BGM kit amplifier *

1 x Powercon - Schuko 2 m
(A FCA-FTED1.5-2)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

› Stands

› Weather Protection Covers

› Cables

* This amplifier is part of a closed system and must 
be intended to be ONLY used with this specific 
kit. Therefore, it cannot be deployed or used with 
different loudspeakers.
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Peak power handling of 5.8kW (5,800 watts) with a 
maximum SPL of 136 dB*, plus superb full-range 

audio quality and speech intelligibility

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency response (-10dB) 39 Hz - 22 kHz

Peak power 5800 W

Max SPL Output 136 dB*

H x W x D - Weight | Vegas 24 148 mm x 280 mm x 120 mm - 3.1 kg

H x W x D - Weight | SUB 110 258 mm x 500 mm x 550 mm - 21 kg

Component LF/HF | Vegas 24 LF: 2 x 4" woofer / HF: 1 x 1.5" diaphragm compression driver

Component | SUB 110 1 x 10" woofer

The Vegas 24 mid / high enclosures are fitted with 
numerous rigging and wiring options for ease of 

installation or deployment 

150° coverage angle allows consistent coverage of a 
very large area using relatively few loudspeakers

All the loudspeaker cabinets are made of top-quality 
birch ply, finished in the same tough coating as our 
touring products - far superior to plastic cabinets in 
both audio and durability

Outline’s ‘Common Voicing’ design allows simple 
integration with other Outline systems if necessary

Whole system powered from a single L3000 amplifi-
er, so not only cost-effective but also easy to locate 
securely

100% designed and manufactured in Italy, like all Outline products!

FEATURES

VEGAS 24 BGM

Less plug, more play

*M
ax
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